MAKING LIFE BETTER

You may age healthier if you stay active and keep traveling throughout your life. To that end, consider three tips for planning a healthy vacation. First, make a commitment to get going. Changing your surroundings can be a good way to encourage yourself to get active. Exploring a new destination can help you be eager to do more. Next, find the right place and activities. There are many ways to get active, from beach yoga and golf in Myrtle Beach to horseback riding and mountain biking in the Smoky Mountains. Third, research health-friendly lodging options. Following a healthy routine isn’t always easy on vacation. Frequent meals out and restaurant-sized portions can make it hard to eat well. Look for large accommodations with homelike amenities, as in vacation rental homes and condos. Some of these even have gyms for sticking to exercise routines and most provide fully equipped kitchens. Stock the kitchen with your own snacks and healthier meal options to avoid having to eat out multiple times a day. To start your planning, you can visit Wyndham-Vacation-Rentals--dot--com.